
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Of all the modes of evidence that ever were invented to obtain belief to any
system or opinion to which the name of religion _________________, that of
miracle, however successful the imposition may have been, is the most
inconsistent.

1.

(give)

has been given

The applicability of the process ____________________ by F.W.2.
(examine)

has been examined

I ______________________ to trifle with love unpunished so often, that at
last I have learnt to under-estimate its power.
3.

(permit)
have been permitted

In one of the corners on a black wooden console stands a crucifix which
though I ________________________ up to it, causes me deep reflection.
4.

(not/bring)
have not been brought

It _______________________ till nothing remains but its name.5.
(adulterate)

has been adulterated

He is therefore little solicitous whence his thoughts
____________________; whether through translation, whether through
tradition, whether by travel in distant countries, whether by inspiration; from
whatever source, they are equally welcome to his uncritical audience.

6.

(derive)

have been derived

Your cipher ____________________ hitherto, because it required a most
confidential channel of conveyance.
7.

(not/send)
has not been sent

Charles X. was in greater peril in the situation he chose to leave than in
that in which his paternal power ____________________.
8.

(defeat)has been defeated

In every stage of these oppressions we have petitioned for redress in the
most humble terms: our repeated petitions _____________________ only by
repeated injuries.

9.

(answer)
have been answered

When it ____________________ by cultivation, it becomes more
agreeable in the eyes of the florist.
10.

(weaken)
has been weakened
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The importance of the office is measured by the man; he may be a
nobody, he may be absolute; and both extremes
________________________ within the memory of residents.

11.

(exemplify)have been exemplified

Lamarck was one of those men of whom I believe it ________________
that they have brain upon the brain.
12.

(say)
has been said

In regard to the crust of the earth, however, there are some regions
where, as the student has already been informed, the beds
______________________, and sometimes extensively thrown over and
turned upside down.

13.

(disturb)
have been disturbed

You ___________________ by the green-eyed monster.14. (trap)'ve been trapped

The Duke's words I am quite sure I have correctly; and since that famous
passage ________________ a subject of dispute, I may as well
commemorate my version.

15.

(make)
has been made

Other states ____________________, have likewise driven off the
invaders.
16.

(invade)
have been invaded

I therefore entreat you to take pity on my poor wife, who for a week past
_____________________ by the evil spirit in such a way, that she tries to bite
and scratch every one.

17.

(possess)
has been possessed

There are many houses where not a cent ____________________ on
ventilation, but where hundreds of dollars have been freely lavished to keep
out the sunshine.

18.

(expend)

has been expended

Generally, however, the bright days __________________ with winds
from the northwest, somewhat too keen and high for comfort.
19.

(vex)
have been vexed

Of this time, in consequence of the troubles come about in Touraine, no
record ________________.
20.

(keep)has been kept
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